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A Noncommutative Version of the Matrix Inversion Formula 
DOMINIQUE FOATA* 
De’partement de Mathtkztique, Universitk de Strasbourg, 7 rue RenCDescartes, 
67084 Strasbourg, France 
The cofactor expression (- l)“+’ det(l - Q/det(l - I3) for the (i,j)-entry 
in the inverse of a matrix (I - B) is proved to be equal to the corresponding 
entry of the series ~,+,,P, by using purely combinatorial methods: circuit 
monoid techniques and monomial rearrangements. Moreover, the identity is 
shown to hold in a non-commutative formal power series algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B = (b(i, j)) be a square matrix of order 1z > 1 with complex entries and 
denote by I the identity matrix. Let also (I - B)f, be the matrix obtained from 
(I - B) by deleting the j-th row and i-th column. If det(l - B) # 0, let 
(I - B)zco’ = (-l)i+’ der(IIV B) det(1 - B)fi . (l-1) 
Of course, (1 .I) is the traditional cofactor formula for the inverse of (I - B). On 
the other hand, for each m >, 0 let (BQ be the (i,j)-entry of the matrix B” 
and define 
(I- B&f”” = 1 (B”)ij . U.2) 
m,0 
Because of the identity 
(I - B)-l = 1 Bm, (1.3) 
+-V-l 
formula (1.2) provides another expression for the inverse of (I - B). In other 
words, 
(I- B)$” = (I - B);?. (1.4) 
The purpose of this paper is to establish a non-commutative version of (1.4) 
by using combinatorial methods. What is meant by “non-commutative” is the 
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following. The n2 entries b(i, j) (1 < i, j < n) of the matrix B are indeterminates 
subject to the following commutation rule: b(i,j) and b(i’,j’) commute whenever 
i and i’ are distinct (i.e. whenever the indeterminates are not in the same row in 
B). Two monomials in the b(i,i)‘s are regarded to be equal if either one can be 
obtained from the other by a finite sequence of transformations consisting of 
permuting two successive variables b(i, j) in agreement with the above commuta- 
tion rule. There is no difficulty in defining the E-algebra of formal power series 
in the variables b(i, j)‘s (still subject to the above commutation rule). Denote it 
by Z[[B]]. By using the classical expansion of the determinant of a matrix 
A = (a(i,j)), namely 
det A = c E(U) n a(i, oi), 
(IESn 1Q<n 
both determinants det(l - B) and det(1 - B),, are well-defined elements of 
Z[[B]]. Accordingly, (I - B);“’ defined by (1 .l) is also a series in that algebra, 
as well as (I - B)sinv defined by (1.2). The purpose of this paper is to show that 
(1.4) holds in Z[[B]]. 
Now by “combinatorial” it is meant that the two series (I - B)ijCof and 
(I - B)i;,‘“” must appear as generating functions for sequences of finite structures 
and the two structure sequences be mapped to one another by an appropriate 
one-to-one correspondence. Let us illustrate the first point with the series 
(I - B);inv after introducing a few basic notations. 
In the whole paper n is a fixed positive integer (the order of the matrix B) and 
the interval [n] = {1,2,..., n}, referred to as the color set, is denoted by X. A 
color word is a finite sequence w = xlxz ... x, of elements of X. The integer m 
is the Zengtk of w. For each m 3 0 the set of all color words of length m is denoted 
by X”“. Let i andj be two elements of X. Then Xm(i) (resp. Xm(;j>) stands for 
the set of all color words w = xlxz ... x, of length m starting with x1 = i (resp. 
starting with x1 = i and ending with x, =J). Those words are called i-Zinked 
(resp. iflinked). Finally, f or each non-empty color word w = x1x2 ... x, let 
f4w) = 4% > 4 v% > 3) .*. W%-1 > %n) Q% > Xl). (1.5) 
If the last letter of w is regarded as being adjacent with the first one, it is said 
that p(w) records the colors of w by adjacency. If with every element s of a finite 
set S is associated a monomial a(s), the following notation will be used throughout 
or(S) = c {a(s) : s E s>. (l-6) 
Now for each m > 1 the (i,j)-entry in the matrix B” reads 
P% = c b(i, -4 @x2 , 4 *-* 4~ , j> 
l<XZ,...,Xrn$” (1.7) 
when the b(k, Z)‘s belong to a ring. When the b(k, 2)‘s are subject to the above 
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commutation rule take (1.7) as a definition. Thus (IPQ is an element of Z[[B]] 
that, in view of (1.5) and (1.6), may be rewritten as 
and for i # j 
(B”), b(j, i) = /3(Xm+1(y)} (m > 1). (1.9) 
(Note the discrepancy between the case i = j and i # j.) Therefore (1.2) has 
the alternate form 
(I - II);? = 1 + C p{Xm(i)} (1.10) 
m>l 
andfori#j 
(I - Z3)ijinv b( j, i) = C /I(Xm(ij)}. (1.11) 
mp 
Thus (I - B)$v (resp. (I - B);inV b(j, i)) is the generating function for the 
sequence (Xm(%>l (rev. (Xm(;i))m~2> by P. 
Of course, this is the straightforward part of the proof. To do the same for 
(I - B)$Of requires a more elaborate construction. The series is the product 
of l/det(l- B) with a polynomial (the order of the factors matters). As 
l/det(f - B) is the generating function for the so-called circuits by some function 
/LIei, (as was proved in [I]), it is natural to try to find a combinatorial interpreta- 
tion also in terms of circuits. Without going into the details at this stage let us 
simply say that for each m >, 1 and i, j in X a subclass I’,(i) (resp. F,(Q)) of 
so-called i-linked (resp. ij-linked) circuits can be found with the property that 
and for i f j. 
(1 - B)ijco’ b(j, i) = C hdL(ij)>. (1.13) 
Wl>l 
What remains to be done is to construct for each m > 1 a bijection w -+ y  
of Xm(i) into I’,(i) (resp. X”‘(q) onto I’,(g)) with the property that 
Rw> = BciAY)- (1.14) 
This will be done with the help of two operators, the disentangling operator 6 
that breaks each color word into basic circuits called cycles, and the entangling 
operator E that amalgamates several cycles together to make up a color word. 
The paper depends heavily on the theory of circuit monoids developed in [l]. 
However, with the exceptions of the proof of the unicity of the V-factorization 
and the determination of the Mobius function of the commutation-rule monoid 
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it is self-contained. The properties on the commutation-rule monoids are 
recalled in the next section, and those on the circuit monoids in section 5. 
Identities (1.12) and (1.13) will be derived in section 5 from a basic formula on 
so-called x-tight words, the latter one presented in section 3. As severa formulas 
involving determinants will be obtained, it will be convenient to isolate them. 
This is done in section 4. The one-to-one correspondence between color words 
and linked circuits could have been derived from the main theorem on rearrange- 
ments ([l] p. 49). The construction of the correspondence given here has the 
advantage of being self-contained. 
The author wishes to thank Professors Bender and Williamson for helpful 
conversations, and also for the part they played in securing adequate support. 
2. COMMUTATION RULE MONOIDS 
Let 2 be a non-empty set. The free monoid .Z* generated by 2 is the set of al1 
finite words w = ziza ... z, with zi , za ,..., a, in Z. The operation in the free 
monoid is the juxtaposition product, the empty word e being the identity element. 
Let C be a subset of 2 x 2 with the property that whenever (z, a’) is in C, then 
z # z’ and (x’, x) E C. The elements z and a’ will be said to commute. Two 
words w and w’ are said to be C-adjacent if there exist two words II, ZI and a pair 
(a, a’) in C with w = uzz’v and w’ = r&xv. Furthermore, two words w and w’ 
are C-equivalent if w = w’ or if there exists a sequence of words w,, , wi ,..., w, 
with ws = w, wI, = w’, and wi-i and wi C-equivalent for 1 < i <p. The 
quotient monoid of Z* derived by the C-equivalence is called the C-commutathn 
ruk monoid. It will be denoted by L(.Z; C). The C-equivalence class of a one- 
letter word a will also be denoted by z and that of the empty word by 1. Finally 
there exists an involution c of L(Z; C) that is characterized by the formulas 
1(l) = 1, c(x) = x, “(UV) = L(V) L(U) (2.1) 
for every letter z in 2 and u, v in L(Z; C). 
The V-factorization introduced next provides a system of unique representa- 
tives for each C-equivalence class. A subset F of Z is a commutative part if it 
is finite, non-empty and if any two of its elements always commute (i.e. for 
every x and a’ in F with z # z’, then (a, z’) E C). There will be no confusion in 
using the same letter F for the product 
in the monoidL(Z, C). A letter x is said to be tied with a subset F of 2 if, either 
z E F, or F contains a letter that does not commute with a. If F and F’ are two 
subsets of 2, then F is contiguous to F’ if every element of F’ is tied with F. 
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Finally, a secprence (FI , Fz ,..., FT) of commutative parts of Z is a V-factorization 
of an element u of L(Z; C) if the following two conditions hold 
(i) for 1 < i < r - 1 the part Fi is contiguous to F,+l ; 
(ii) u = F,F, ***F, . 
For instance, 
Figure 1. 
let Z=(I ,2,3,4,5) and C be the subset of the star signs in 
1 2 3 4 5 ---~ * * --- ~ * * * ____-- * * -__- 1 * __--- * * --- 
FIGURE 1 
The subsets F, = (1,2, 3} and F, = (2, 5) are commutative parts, and F, is 
contiguous to FI for 2 E FI and 5 does not commute with 3. Furthermore, the 
element u = 1 2 2 3 5 4 1 3 in L(Z; C) admits the V-factorization 
(1 2 3, 2 5, 4, 1 3). 
Another example of commutation-rule monoid is the monoid B generated 
by the variables b(i, j) (1 < i, j < n) with 
C = ((b(i,j), b(i’,j’)): i # C>. 
For the proofs of the next theorem and its two corollaries the reader is referred 
to ([l] pp. 11-15). 
THEOREM 1.2. Every element u of L(Z; C) admits a unique V-factorization. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The multiplication in L(Z; C) is simpli$able. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let u be an element of L(Z: C) d;Sferent from 1. Let 
t& > F, ,..., F,) be its V-facorixation and F be a commutative part of Z. Then, there 
exists v in L(Z, C) with 
u =Fv 
if and only ifFCF, . 
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Next consider the large algebra over Z of the monoidL(Z, C). The elements 
of this algebra are formal sums 
where u runs over all of L(Z, C) and U(U) is an integer. The product of two 
formal sums is defined by 
with 
c(w) = C U(U) b(v). 
U’W=W 
There are indeed finitely many pairs (u, v) of L(Z; C) x L(Z; C) whose product 
is equal to w. The monoidL(Z; C) has a MG6izlsfunction p, that is to say, there 
exists a function TV with the property that 
-l ( ! c p(u)24 = c 8. 2) ?I (2.2) 
Note that the right-hand side is the formal sum extended over L(Z, C) whose 
coefficients are $1 equal to 1. It is called the generating function for L(Z; C). 
With [ F 1 denoting the cardinality of the finite setF it was proved in (El] p. 21, 
theoreme 2.4) that the Mobius function p of L(Z; C) could be defined by 
P(U) = 0 if u is neither 1, nor a commutative part; 
= (--l)lFl if u is a commutative part F. 
=lifu==l. 
Accordingly, identity (2.2) may be rewritten as 
1 + 1 
F eomm. 
(2.4) 
3. TIGHT WORDS 
For each x in 2’ an element u ofL(Z; C) is said to be z-tight if its V-factoriza- 
tion is of the form 
This means that each word in the C-equivalence class of u starts with z. In 
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particular, each element in F, is either equal to Z, or does not commute with Z. 
Next denote by pZ the function on L(Z; C) defined by 
P&4 = i-44 = C-1) JFJ if u is a commutative part F and x EF; 
= 0 otherwise. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. The generating function for the z-tight elements of L(Z; C) is 
given by 
(3.2) 
also written 
c 1 + c 
li z-tight Fcomm. 
Note that the order of the factors in the right-hand side of the above identity 
is essential, as L(Z; C) is not necessarily commutative. 
Proof. As 
only the following identity 
c 
u z-tight 
u = Fcoc,m (-l)‘F’+lF -1 v 
FCZ ’ 
v 
is to be verified. 
Let (FI , F2 ,..., F,.) be the V-factorization of an element u in L(Z; C). The 
coefficient of u in the product of the two series in the right-hand side member is 
equal to 
1 (-l)IFI+r, 
the summation being over all pairs (F, v) with the following properties 
(i) F is a commutative part; 
(ii) v is in L(Z, C); 
(iii) F . v = u; 
(iv) F contains x. 
But corollary 1.3 says that conditions (i), (ii), (iii) hold if and only if F C F, . 
Hence the above coefficient is equal to 
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In particular, the coefficient is zero if x is not in Fl . If Fl = {z}, the only term is 
the summation is (~1, so that the coefficient is 1. If Fi = (z) u G, with Gr 
non-empty and not containing z, the coefficient is equal to 
WithIGI=K>l 
GFG (-l)‘G’. 
1 
,TG 
I 
(--lYG’ = o<S<kwk ( f ) = (1 - 1)” = 0, 
.-. 
Q.E.D. 
Remember the involution L of L(Z; C) defined in (2.1). An element ?I of 
L(Z, C) is said to be z-end tight if b(u) is z-linked, i.e. if all the words in the 
C-equivalence class of u & with x. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The generating function for the z-end tight elements of 
L(Z; C) is equal to 
c 
vz-endtight 
(3.3) 
Proof. Extend c to an antihomorphism of the large algebra of L(Z; C) into 
itself and apply I to both members of (3.2), 
Q.E.D. 
4. SOME DETERMINANTAL CALCULATIONS 
Before applying the commutation-rule monoid techniques to circuit monoids 
we isolate in this preliminary section some basic formulas involving determinants. 
If A = (a(i,j))(lGi,jsn, is a square matrix, and Y and Y’ two subsets of X = 
[n], the submatrix (a&Y,jeY,) is denoted by A,,? . 
The next formula is well-known when B is a matrix with entries in a commu- 
tative ring. When B is the matrix (b(i,j))b s’i,jcnj whose entries are the basis 
elements of the monoid B (see $2), the formula also holds (this time in Z[[B]]) 
det(1- B) = c (-l)tYI det Byy . 
YCX 
(4.1) 
(By convention, the determinant of the empty matrix is 1.) For each subset Y 
of X let Sr denote the permutation group of Y. Then 
det Byy = (4.2) 
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Furthermore, if Y(U) denotes the number of diybint cycles of the permutation U, 
let 
p(u) = (-l>+(g). (4.3) 
As it will become apparent, there is no ambiguity in using the same letter ~1 in 
(2.3) and (4.3). A simple calculation shows that 
p(u) = (-l)‘Y’ C(U). (4.4) 
Finally, if Y is non-empty, let 
(4.5) 
and /3,&u) = 1 if Y is empty. By (4.2), (4.4) and (4.5) we have 
(-l)lyl det Brr = og cL(4 Bcd4 (4.6) 
Y  
so that 
deW - B) = C 1 p(u) PC&J). (4.7) 
YCX oESy 
In the same manner, formula (4.1) with (I - B),, (the matrix obtained from 
(I - B) by deleting the i-th row and i-th column) instead of (I - B) reads 
det(l- B),r = c (-l)~r~ det Brr . 
YCX\(i) 
Hence, by (4.6) 
det(l- B) - det(l- B),I = c (-l)IrI det Brr 
(i)CYCX 
= C C PcL(u) Bcd”)* 
(i)CYCX 0ESy 
Next the cofactor formula (1.1) yields 
1 - (I - B),r,CO’ = l 
det(1 - B) 
(det(l- B) - det(1 - B),,), 
that is 
1 - (I- &CO’ = de& B) c c h> soda>’ (4.8) 
(r)cYcx oesy 
There is an analogous formula for (I - B);,C” when i # j. The expansion of 
det(1 - B) by its j-th row is 
det(1 - B) = (1 - b(j, j)) det(1- B)J~ + c (-l>i+“(-Q, k)) detV - B)JL . 
k#j 
w 
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In formula (4.5) for /3,&a) to be divisible by b( j, i) it is necessary that j E Y 
i E Y and u(j) = i. Hence, the sum of the terms in the (f7)-expansion of 
det(l - B) that are divisible by b(j, i) is equal to 
c c CL(U) PC&) x(4j) = 4 (i,j)CYCX oESy 
(making use of the x-notation dear to Professor Garsia: for each statement E the 
expression x(E) is 1 or 0 depending on whether E is true or false). Comparing the 
latest expression with (4.9) yields 
(-l)“+i+l b(j, i) det(1 - B),f = c 1 p(u) &r(u) x(u(j) = i). 
(i,j)CYCX ocsy 
Note that 6(j, ;) commutes with det(1 - Q . Thus, for i # j 
-(I - B)$” b( j, i) = det(I1- B) ,C C Au) Bcir(u> x(G) = i>. 
(2,3)CYCX oe.sy 
(4.10) 
5. THE CIRCUIT MONOID 
Again the reader is referred to chapter 4 of [I] for the contents of this section. 
However all the basic material needed in the rest of the paper is here recorded. 
The circuit monoid is a commutation-rule monoid L(Z; C) with Z and C defined 
as follows. For every non-empty subset Y of X( =[rz]) let 2, denote the set of all 
cyclic permutations of Y. Then 2 is the disjoint union 
z= u zy. 
rn#YCX 
The elements of Z are called cycles. A cycle z is of length m if x E Zr for some Y 
with 1 Y 1 = m. A color word w = x,x, . . . x,,, is multilinear if no letter is repeated 
in w. Let w = x,x, *.. x,,, be a non-empty multilinear color word (so 1 < m < n). 
Then, the cycle z that maps x1 to z(xr) = x2 , x2 to x(x2) = x3 ,..., x,,-r to 
z(x,,+J = x, and x, to z(xm) = x1 is denoted by 
z = 5(w). (5.1) 
Thus, two multilinear words that differ by a cyclic rearrangement of their letters 
give rise to the same cycle. Now two color words w and w’ are d&joint if they 
have no letter in common. If they are both multilinear, the cycles t(w) and [(w’) 
are also said to be disjoint. Finally, the commutation set C consists of all pairs of 
disjoint cycles. The commutation-rule monoid L(Z, C) so constructed is called the 
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circuit monoid and denoted by I’(X). Its elements are the circuits. A circuit is then 
a product 
Y = t;(Wl) 5@‘2) ‘*- &%) (5.2) 
of cycles not necessarily disjoint. By definition the length of y  is the sum of the 
lengths of the cycles [(wr), [(w,),..., <(wr) (i.e. the length of the color word 
qw&. ... w, . By construction the number r(y) = 7 of cycles in the product 
depends only on y. Whenever [(wl), [(~a),..., [(w,) commute, the product (5.2) 
may be identified with a permutation u of a subset Y of X. Actually, Y is the set 
of all the (distinct) letters of the juxtaposition product wrwa ... w, , and u is the 
product of the disjoint cycles {(w,) [(w,) ... {(w,). The commutative parts of 2 
are then the permutations of non-empty subsets of X. 
It follows from (2.3) that the Mobius function p of I’(X) is defined by 
p(y) = 0 if y  is not a permutation of a subset of X, and (5.3) 
p(y) = (- l)V(V) (5.4) 
if y  is a permutation of a subset of X (including the empty set). 
Thus, definitions of p(y) given in (4.3) and (5.4) coincide whenever y  is a 
permutation. 
Identity (2.2) written for the circuit monoid r(X) reads 
(C P(Y) d-l = c Y, (5.5) 
the two series extended over all circuits and p given by (5.3) and (5.4). Using the 
notations of the previous section (5.4) is rewritten 
In (1.5) the monomial p( w was defined for every color word w. Next, if ) 
x = [(w) is a cycle with w = x,x, -.* w, , let 
Bcir(4 = ,W> = b(x, , 2 x ) b(x, ,%a) -a* b&n-, , GJ &m , 4. (5.7) 
In other words, if Y is the set of all distinct letters {x1 , xa ,..., x,> of w, then 
(5.8) 
Note again that all the variables b(i,j) commute in the above product, so that the 
unordered product writing makes sense. 
If  the two cycles z and x’ commute (i.e. if they are disjoint), then 
Bc&) Bci&‘) = pci&‘) pci&>. 
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Consequently, &n can be extended to a homomorphism of r(X) into the monoid 
B by letting 
/3&r) = 1 if y is the empty circuit 
= Bcir(%) &i&J --- Bcir(%) 
if y is the product of the cycles z,z, se* x, . 
Let u be a permutation of a non-empty set Y of X. Then u is the product of 
some disjoint cycles zlzz ... z, . Hence 
for some partition {Yr , Ya ,..., Y,} of Y. Therefore 
/Sir(u) = )J n b(k uk) = n b(k ok). 
lQ@ kPYi KEY 
Thus, the definitions of &r given in (4.5) and (5.9) coincide when restricted 
to permutations. 
hOPOSITION 5.1. In the algebra E[[B]] the following identity holds 
(WI - B))-l = C PC&) = C b&‘d. (5.10) 
ra-Ln X+0 
Proof. Extend &n to a homomorphism of the large algebra of r(X) into 
JWII by 
Air CdY>Y = C a(Y) Bcir(Y>- 
As the degree of the monomial &&) is equal to the length of y, this homo- 
morphism is continuous. When applied to identity (5.5), it yields 
which is the identity to be proved by taking (4.7) into account, 
Q.E.D. 
6. LINKELI CIRCUITS 
The results of section 3 on tight elements are now applied to the circuit 
monoid. Let i, j be two distinct elements of X. A circuit y  is i-linked (resp. 
+linked) if y is z-end tight with z a cycle containing i (resp. a cycle containing 
607/31/3-6 
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i and j and z(j) = i). In an equivalent manner, a circuit y  is i-linked (resp. 
ij-linked) if all the factorizations zrza -1. z, of y as products of cycles have the 
following properties 
(i) i is a letter of z, (resp. i andj are letters of z, and zS(j) = i); 
(ii) z,-r and z, are not disjoint. 
In the following example the circuit 
Y = 5(2g) 5(39) 5(1352) = W) r;(2g) 5(1352) 
is i-linked for each i = 1, 3, 5,2 and ij-linked for the pairs (3, l), (5, 3), (2, 5), 
(L2). 
For each m > 1 let I’,(i) (resp. I’,(Q)) be the set of all i-linked (resp. e-linked) 
circuits of length m. Also let F(i) (resp. I’($)) be the union of the r,(i)‘s (resp. 
r,Jg)‘s) for m >, 1. Note that r,(q) is empty for m = l(i Zj). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The following identity holds in Z[[B]] 
(1 - Wicof - 1 = C t%(y) = C hr{~,(i)>. 
va-(i) m>1 
Proof. Clearly 
the first summation on the right-hand side being over all cycles z containing i. 
But from corollary 3.2 
y z-e*;t,sht Y = i 1 c Pc(Y)Y -l(- 1) c Pz(Y)Y* 
It follows from (3.1) and (5.3) that &) = (-1)r if y is a product of r disjoint 
cycles including z (write y 3 z). Otherwise &) = 0. Therefore 
y e-en;t*ght Y = c P(Y>Y ( 1 -l t-11 c P(Y)Y* Y3Z 
But a permutation y contains the cycle z and z contains i if and only if y is a 
permutation of a subset Y of X with i E Y. Thus 
= - (c P(Y)Y)-l c c PWJ- 
{C)CYCX oesy 
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Now appIying the homomorphism /ICr, to both members yields 
I& ~cih) = - (C P(Y) BcdY))-l C 2 p(u) Bcir(4, 
(i}CYCX ocsy 
that is, 
.& Bcdr) = - det(ll B) 1 C cLC”) Bda) 
(r)CYCX oLsy 
by (5.3), (5.10) and (4.7). The right-hand side member is equal to (I - B)zco’ - 1 
by (4.0 
Q.E.D. 
The analogous result for the ij-linked circuits in stated next. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The following identity holds 
(I- B)ijCof b(j, i) = C &ir(Y) = C k%ir{rm(ij)}. 
YEI- m>z 
Proof. In the same manner 
(6.2) 
= - (c P(YY)-’ c c P(U) (J XW) = 9 
(i,j)CYCX OESY 
The image under ,61crr eads 
1 b&Y) = - +T .C C da) BCd”) X(u(j) = 4 
d-(U) {2,3)CYCX oesy 
by (4.W, 
= (I - B)ijCof b( j, i) 
Q.E.D. 
7. THE CORRESPONDENCE 
The identities (l.lO), (1.11) (1.12) and (1.13) being now established, there 
remains to construct for each m > 1 a bijection w + y of Xm(i) (resp. Xm(g)) to 
r,(i) (resp. F,(q)) with the property that /3(w) =&r(r). Roughly speaking, 
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the bijection w + y  described in theorem 7.2 below consists of removing multi- 
linear factors from w, making up cycles out of them and taking the product of 
those cycles in I’(X). More precisely, the construction goes as follows. 
Let w = xlxa **. x, be a non-empty color word. A non-empty factor d = 
Xkxk+l .a. xI (1 < K < I < m) is said to be prime if the following properties hold 
(i) d multilinear; 
(ii) either 1 = K < 1 = m and w itself is multilinear, or 1 + 1 < m and 
Xk = x2+1 ; 
(iii) the words wr = xixa **. xL-r and d = +vx,+, ... x1 are disjoint. 
For instance, the two squared factors in the following example are prime 
factors of w. 
LEMMA 7.1. Any two prime factors of a word w do not overlap. 
Proof. Let d = xkxk+r *.. x1 and d’ = xk’xk’+r ... x1! be two prime factors 
of w with K < K’ and (K, 2) # (lz’, I’). I f  d and d’ overlapped, one of the following 
conditions would hold 
(i) k = K’ < 1’ < I; (ii) K = K’ < I < 1’; (iii) k < k’ < I’ < 1; (iv) K < 
k’ < I’ = I; (v) k < k’ < 1 < 1’. 
Cases (i), (iii) and (iv) (resp. case (ii)) cannot hold because d (resp. d’) is 
multilinear. In case (v) the letter xk occurs in xrxa **. xk’-r and xlfl in d’ = 
xk’xk’+l ‘.. xl* . As xk = Xl+1 , axiom (iii) of the prime factor definition would be 
violated for d’, Q.E.D. 
Axiom (iii) above together with the lemma imply that any two prime factors 
of a word w are disjoint. Let P(w) be the set of all prime factors of w. The product 
W4 = fl 5(d) 
deP(w) 
(7.1) 
in the circuit monoid T(x), is a commutative part. Each element l(d) in this 
product will be referred to as a prime cycle of w. 
It also follows from lemma 7.1 that, if P(w) has p elements, w factorizes as 
where 
w = vldlv,d, ‘.. v,d,v,+, (7.2) 
(0 4 , 4 ,-.., d, are the p elements of P(w); 
(ii) q is multilinear; 
(iii) Vl , % ,***, vll+1 are non-empty words with the possible exception of 
v, and vP+r . 
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With these notations let R(w) be the juxtaposition product 
R(w) = TJ~~ZJ~ ... w~v~+~ , (7.3) 
that is, the word obtained from w by deleting all its prime factors. Of course, 
R(w) is empty if and only if w is muhilinear, and in this case n(w) = c(w). The 
map R can be iterated and for each color word w it makes sense to deiine h = h(w) 
as the smallest non-negative integer with the property that Rh(w) is empty. The 
product 
S*(w) = II(w) . DR(w) . ... . DRh-‘(w) (7.4) 
in F(X) will then be a circuit of the same length as w. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let i, j be two distinct elements of X and m 3 1. Then S* 
deJined by (7.4) is a bijection of Xm(i) (resp. Xm(;j)) onto I’,,$) (resp. I’,(@)) with 
the property that 
B(w) = Bcirs*(w). (7.5) 
With the same example as above 
II(w) = 5(34) C(952); R(w) = 1 3 4 1 6 91 6 3 8 1 IF] 5 2 8 2 
IJR(w) = 1;(69) 5(57); R2(w) = 1 r34 6 1 3 8 1 5 2 8 2 
17R2(w) = [(346); R3(w) = p34 1 5 2 8 2; 
17R3(w) = 5(138); R*(w) = 1 5 Ei 2; 
17R4(w) = &28); R~(w) = p>q ; 
nR6(w) = ((152); R6(w) = e. 
Thus 
a*(w) = 5(34) 5(952) I 5(69) 1(57) I L’CW IN38) I 5(28) I 5(152). 
The vertical bars indicate the V-factorization of 6*(w). Note that w E X20(1, 2) 
and 6*(w) is a 1,2-linked circuit of length 20. It can be verified that 
/3(w) = b(1, 3) b(3,4) a.. b(8,2) b(2, 1) and 
B&*(w) = b(3,4) b&3) b(9, 5) ..a b(5,2) b(2, 1) 
are two identical elements of B. 
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The proof of th eorem 7.2 requires several lemmas. The construction of the 
inverse bijection E* of 6* will also be given. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let w be a non-empty non-multilinear color word. Then, every 
p&e factor of R(w) h as a letter in common with some prime factor of w. 
Proof. Keep the above notations (7.2) and (7.3). Let d be a prime factor of 
R(w). As the first letters of di and vi+i are equal for i = 1,2,..., p (axiom (ii)), 
d cannot be a right factor of vi , that is, a factorization such as vi = w,d cannot 
hold. If Vi = widw; with wi nonempty, then i 3 2 because vi is multilinear. In the 
case i 3 2 the factor d is disjoint with each of the words or ,..., vi-r , wi (axiom 
(iii)). If it were also disjoint with all the words dI ,..., diTl , then d would belong 
to P(w). Finally, if d overlaps with the end of a factor z+ and the beginning of 
vtfl( 1 < i < p), then d has a letter in common with dipI , Q.E.D. 
With the notion of contiguity introduced in section 5 another way of stating 
lemma 7.3 is to say that either R(w) is empty, or the commutative part n(w) 
is contiguous to the commutative part l7R(w). 
Let E(Xm(i)) (resp. E(Xm(;j))) be th e set of all pairs (F, w) with the following 
properties 
(i) F is a commutative part of P(X); 
(ii) w is a color word; 
(iii) either w is empty and F consists of a single i-(resp. i+) linked cycle, 
or w is an i-(resp. ;j-) linked color word and F is contiguous to n(w); 
(iv) the sum of the lengths of F and w is m. 
The disentangling operator 6 is defined by 
S(w) = vw4? R(w)) (7.6) 
with n(w) and R(w) shown in (7.1) and (7.3). 
From the remark stated just after lemma 7.3, it follows that 6 maps Xm(i) 
(resp. Xm(;i)) into E(Xm(i)) (resp. E(Xm(;i))). The inverse operator is defined 
next. 
Let z = 5(rlr2 ... y,) be a cycle and w = xixs ... x,’ be a non-empty color 
word. Assume that z and w are non-disjoint. Denote by s the least integer with 
the property that x, = yt for some t = 1,2,..., Q. Then Ed is defined to be the 
color word 
e,(w) = x1 ... xs-lytyt+l ... ypyl ..’ yt-lxs ... X,’ . (7.7) 
Forinstance,ifz=c(295)andw=13469638157282,then 
c,(w) = 1 3 4 6 19 52( 9 6 3 8 1 5 7 2 8 2. 
(The inserted factor has been squared.) 
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Now let F be a commutative part F = zizs *.. z, and assume that none of the 
cycles z,(l < k < Y) is disjoint with w. Define the entanglilzg operator E to be 
<(F, w) = •Zl~Za ... EJw). (7.8) 
As the cycles .z, , z2 ,..., z,. are disjoint, the Y  factors that are successively inserted 
into w do not overlap. On the other hand, E(F, w) does not depend on the order 
in which the operators cZ1 , <as ,..., E= are applied to w, so that notation (7.8) 
makes sense. Finally, the Y  factors ins&ted are prime factors of E(F, w). They are 
also the onZy ones, because if t(d) was a prime cycle of E(F, w) not in F, a fortiori 
c(d) would be a prime cycle of w. Hence, a prime cycle of w and F would be 
disjoint, i.e. F would not be contiguous to 17(w). Thus 
lL(F, w) = F. (7.9 
For instance, take F = 5(34) [(295) and 
Then 
-- l (F,~)=1~~346~52~9638l575222. 
The squared factors are indeed the only prime factors of E(F, w). 
I f  (F, w) belongs to E(Xm(i)) (resp. E(Xmij))) and if w is non-empty, the color 
word E(F, w) is well-defined. If  w is empty, let E(F, w) be the unique color word 
e, in Xm(i) (resp. Xm(;j)) with 
5(v) = F. 
For instance, with i = 1, j = 2, l ([(521), e) = 152. 
LEMMA 7.4. The entangling operator E is a bijection of E(Xm(i)) (resp. 
E(Xm(;j))) onto X*(i) (resp. Xm(ij)). The disentangling operator 6 is the inverse of e. 
Proof. Let (F, w) be in E(Xm(i)) (resp. E(X”(ij))). I f  w is empty, we already 
know that E(F, w) is in Xm(i) (resp. Xm(g)). I f  w is nonempty, let w = x1x2 .*a x,0 
with x1 = i (resp. x, = i, x,, =i). With the notations of (7.7), either x, = 
yt # i and s > 2, or x, = yt = i and s = 1. In both cases the word C,(W) written 
in (7.7) starts with i (resp. starts with i and ends withj). Thus, by induction on 
the number of cycles in F, the word E(F, w) is in Xm(i) (resp. Xm(;i)). 
Next from (7.6) and (7.9) 
&(F, w) =i: (l7<(F, w), R E(F, w)) = (F, w). 
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The other identity 
ES(W) = +7(w), R(w)) = w 
is obvious by (7.2), (7.3) and (7.7), 
Q.E.D. 
Let w be an i-(resp. ;i-) linked color word of length nz. The definition of 
S*(w) given in (7.4) may be restated as follows. Let 
S(w) = (4 , Wl), S(Wl) = (F, P %)Y., S(Wh-1) = (Fh 9 Wh) (7.10) 
with wh = e. Then 
S*(w) = F,F, .a* F,, . (7.11) 
As each pair (Fk , wk) belongs to E(Xm’(i)) (resp. E(Xm’(tj’))) for some m’, each 
F, is contiguous to F,,, for K = 1,2 ,..., h - 1. Hence, (Fl , F2 ,..., Fh) is the 
V-factorization of the circuit S*(w). On the other hand, as eu, is empty, the 
commutative part Fh consists of a single i-(resp. ij-) linked cycle. Therefore 
S*(w) is an i-(resp. ;j-) linked ciauit. 
Conversely, let (Fl , F2 ,..., Fh) be the V-factorization of an i-(resp. +) linked 
circuit y. It follows from lemma 7.4 that it makes sense to define a sequence of 
color words (wh-, , wh-a ,.. ., w, , w) by 
Then, let 
whel = @i , 4, wh-2 = @‘h-l , WI,-I),-, 
wl = @‘, , wz>, w = c(F, , wl). 
w = E*(y). 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
As Fh consists of a single i-(resp. ii-) linked cycle, the color word w is i-(resp. ij-) 
linked. 
Lemma 7.4 also implies that S*E* and E*S* are identity maps. 
There remains to prove (7.5). T k a e a g ain the notations of lemma 7.1. If 
d = x#k+l .** xr is a prime factor of w = x,x, *a* x, , then 
As xk = xl+1 , and x1 ... xk-r and d are disjoint, this can be rewritten 
p(w) =fi(d)& "'xk-1x2+1 '**%n). 
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By induction on the number of prime factors 
B(w) = l-l rw) * kw4 
&P(W) 
= Bcdqw) * g&4. 
Next by induction on h 
p(W) = jhrn(W) ’ &rnR(W) ’ ‘*’ * /%?ir~~h-l(W) 
= pcd*(w). 
This completes the proof of the theorem 7.2. 
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